
VR REDIFNINES :  EFFICENCY AROUND YOU
FILING SYSTEM
VR Filing Cabinets are specially designed for systematic storage of files. It is
manufactured using superior quality CRCA steel of suitable thickness enabling the
filing cabinet to withstand the heavy load. Drawers are mounted on telescopic
channels with steel ball bearing system or glides on heavy duty nylon wheels.
Cabinets are provided with centralized automatic locking system, attractive drawer
hanles, lable holders Approximate filing capacity in each drawer. 25 to

30 Nos. Cabinets have 2, 3, 4, drawers, and are
made for either letter-size paper or legal-size
paper. Letter-size cabinets are typically 15 inches
wide and legal size are 18¼ inches wide.
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Lateral files are wider than they are deep. Widths may be 30, 36
(33¼ inches of filing space, measured laterally), 38, 42, or 44 inches
(the last with 39¼ inches of filing space).Drawers can be configured
in different ways, for example, as one row of hanging folders
running front-to-back, or as two rows side-by-side. An advantage of
this flexibility is that a drawer can be configured to hold data
printouts or other odd sizes.

VERTICAL FILING CABINET

LATERAL  FILING CABINET

Filing Folders

We are offering a large range of Office Cupboards. This Office cupboards are highly recommended amongst the customers for their
corrosion resistance and sturdiness. Besides these, the Office cupboards we offer is quality tested and dimensionally accurate. With an
objective to fulfill the ever evolving demands of our clients, we are engaged in offering a wide assortment of Glass Door Office Cupboard.
Features: Attractive design, Optimum finish, High durability

Model- Dimensions can be costomised as per requirements

Mobile Compactors
Available with us is an extensive range of Mobile
Compactors, which are user friendly and easy to
install. Used to recover the lost floor space, our
range of mobile compactors is suitable for every
type of storage. These are cost effective and
provided with special wheel and rail
constructions to ensure longer service life. When
these systems become fully compact, the single
locking operation of these systems makes these
lock into one position

Features
Easy to configure
Manual operation as well as mechanically 
assisted mobile
Optimum storage capacity through compaction
Spacious and secure
Individual push button steering lock with each 
rack

Mobile Compactors



VR  - STORE IN STYLE
STEEL ALMIRAH

Model- VCB-01 Model- VCB-02 Model- VCB-03
Box File Storage cupboard
Size: 36” x 18”x 78” 

Model- VBF-01
Storage cupboard- Plain
Size: 36” x 18”x 78” 

Storage cupboard- Locker
Size: 36” x 18”x 78” 

Storage cupboard-Locker & 
Hanger- Size: 36” x 18”x 78” 

Glass Door  cupboard
Size: 36” x 18”x 78” 

Model- VGD-1 Model- VGD-2
Glass Door  cupboard
Size: 36” x 18”x 72” 

Model- VGD-3
Glass Door  cupboard
Size: 36” x 18”x 72” 

Model- VBC
Book Shelf
Size: 33” x 12”x 66” 

Model- VIL-6
Individual  Locker Cabinet
Size: 36” x 18”x 78” 

Individual  Locker Cabinet
Size: 36” x 18”x 78” 

Individual  Locker Cabinet
Size: 36” x 18”x 78” 

Cell Phone  Locker Cabinet
Size: 48” x 15”x 78” 

Model- VIL-12 Model- VIL-18 Model- VIL-40






